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Introduction:  Bradbury crater is a 60 km diameter 

impact crater in Libya Montes. This region is the rem-

nant cratered southern rim of the Isidis basin where 

dissected massifs and craters are superposed by volcan-

ic plains and carved by valleys [1–3]. The greater re-

gion has experienced multiple extensive episodes of 

aqueous activity as evidenced by the valley networks 

carved through the Montes that flow towards Isidis 

Planitia [1], and by the various hydrous minerals iden-

tified in multiple geologic units [2].  

Previous studies of Bradbury crater identified land-

forms that were interpreted as fluvial and lacustrine 

deposits resulting from the past presence of lakes, seas, 

and oceans [3]. Erkeling et al. [3] and more recent 

work [4–7] interpreted specific depositional environ-

ments for identified sedimentary deposits in Bradbury 

crater. Three deposits have been discussed in particu-

lar, and they are found isolated to the north, east, and 

west (N, E, and W) of the crater center (Figure 1). The 

E deposit was suggested to have been formed in a body 

of standing water, as it is found in a 3 km diameter 

depression termed an open paleolake by [3,5] as both 

inlet and outlet channels are observed to the immediate 

north and south (Figure 1b). The W deposit was iden-

tified as an alluvial fan formed from Noachian fluvial 

activity [3]. The N deposit sits in the northernmost of 

two possibly highly eroded impact craters that formed 

on the crater rim producing the breach towards Isidis 

Planitia [7]. Subsequent mapping of these deposits 

using High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment 

(HiRISE) images was used to suggest the presence of 

topsets, foresets, and bottomsets indicative of a deltaic 

system based on the morphology of the fan shapes 

[4,5], and the N deposit has been identified as a delta 

by several contributions [3–7]. However, the stratal 

geometry of these landforms and lateral and vertical 

changes in bedding dip angles and orientations have 

not been quantitatively assessed. In this study we inves-

tigate these deposits using HiRISE data and apply 

quantitative stratigraphic methods, where possible, to 

test the purported deltaic origin of these deposits. 

The term delta is a hard-won geological expression 

referring to a protuberance of sediment formed when a 

river enters a standing body of water, reducing the cur-

rent velocity, and forming a generally coarsening up-

wards sequence. Additionally, and as first described in 

the 19th Century by G. K. Gilbert, deltas exhibit a faci-

es of flat-lying topsets, steeply dipping foresets, and 

flat-lying bottomsets [8]. The progression of layer an-

gles in a deltaic system provides a stratigraphic signa-

ture that can be investigated using high-resolution re-

mote sensing data, as has been shown by several geo-

metric analyses of martian fan-shaped deposit stratig-

raphy [9–12].  

Methods:  We apply modified methods of [12] to 

investigate the stratigraphic architecture of the fan de-

posits at Bradbury crater. All three deposits were quali-

tatively analyzed using orthorectified HiRISE images 

and digital elevation models (DEMs) produced using 

HiRISE stereo pairs and the NASA Ames Stereo Pipe-

line [13–15].  

For quantitative analysis of the N deposit and to 

minimize errors from regional topography, the High 

Resolution Stereo Camera (HRSC) [16,17] DEM 

h2162_0002 was tied to MOLA [18] point shot data, 

and then the HiRISE DEM was tied to the corrected 

HRSC DEM [19]. Discernable layers in the N deposit 

Figure 1: (a) CTX Mosaic of Bradbury crater. Three circles 

identify the deposits analyzed in this study. (b) Subframe of 

HiRISE image ESP_038530_1830 depicting the eastern depos-

it. (c) Subframe of (b) detailing the meter-scale morphology of 

the E deposit. No meter-scale layering is observed. A decame-

ter-scale stratigraphy is observed of light-toned material over-

lain by a dark-toned crater-preserving surface. Possible invert-

ed channels are observed at the uppermost surface. North is up 

in each frame. 
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that were >50 m in length were mapped and location 

information of these layers was sampled at 2 m inter-

vals in three dimensions. Following the methods of 

[12] and the references therein, planes were fit to the 

extracted layer position data using a linear least squares 

method [e.g., 9–11]. Fits were recorded if the variance 

explained by the first principal component in a princi-

pal component analysis was <99.5% and the ratio of 

the variance explained by the second and third princi-

pal component was >15 [20]. 

Results:  Though crudely stratified, the E and W 

deposits do not exhibit layering of sufficient resolution 

and continuity for quantitative analysis. Both deposits 

have similar decameter-scale stratigraphy that includes 

a meters-thick, light-toned, mottled unit containing 

dark-toned fractures overlain by a dark-toned unit with 

a rough, corrugated surface texture (Figure 1c).  

The N deposit, which resides in a topographic de-

pression, is strikingly different and displays a fan shape 

with layering (Figure 2a). Robust fits from four layers 

evenly spaced throughout the sequence (Figure 2b) 

show an approximately constant dip of 7.1 ± 0.6° and 

strike of 307.6 ± 4.3°, steeper than the ~2° regional 

slope through the breach in the crater wall. Ongoing 

work will focus on increasing the number of measured 

layers to improve statistics. 

Discussion and Implications: Morphologic and 

stratigraphic analysis of Bradbury crater's three fan-

shaped deposits reveals no clear evidence for continu-

ous bedding at the meter scale in the E and W deposits, 

and approximately constant layer dips throughout the 

layered section in the N deposit.  

The constant dip observed throughout 

the layered section in the N deposit may 

be indicative of deposition in an alluvial, 

debris, or volcanic flow environment. 

The high layer dip angles could only be 

consistent with deltaic foresets and not 

topsets or bottomsets; however, the lay-

ered sequence is observed at the terminus 

of the N deposit in a region mapped as 

bottomsets by [3–5]. Instead, the ~7° 

slope is consistent with an alluvi-

al/debris-flow fan origin. Importantly, we 

find no clear evidence for changes in 

bedding geometry that would imply em-

placement in standing water or transitions 

in water depth. Quantitative stratigraphic 

analysis of the N deposit at Bradbury 

crater conclusively shows this deposit is 

not consistent with a deltaic origin. The E 

and W deposits lack observable layered 

sequences, but from morphologic inves-

tigation no systematic evidence suggest-

ing that they were formed in a deltaic environment has 

been observed. Therefore, there is no conclusive evi-

dence for a sustained standing body of water having 

been present in Bradbury crater, nor the small circular 

depressions in the rim-breaching valley, during for-

mation of the fan deposits.  

Alluvial and fluvial processes may be responsible 

for these features, possibly related to the fluvial activity 

that carved channels here and in the wider Libya Mon-

tes region. The amount of water that may have been 

present in Bradbury is thus more poorly constrained 

compared with deposits elsewhere on Mars that exhibit 

orbital-scale stratigraphic architecture consistent with a 

deltaic environment. 
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Figure 2: The north deposit of Bradbury crater. (a) Subframe of HiRISE image 

PSP_007727_1830 depicting the north deposit. The lobate shape of the deposit is 

visible, as well as the large-scale stratigraphy observed at the other two deposits. 

(b) HiRISE DEM made from the image in (a) and PSP_008808_1830. Colorized 

elevation of the deposit depicting the topography of the layered sequence. The 

white lines show fit layers and calculated dip angles are shown. North is up in 

each frame. 
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